O CCASIONALLY one still finds in elementary genetics courses and elsewhere, the ability to roll the tongue and the manner of clasping the hands cited as examples of simply inherited human polymorphisms. This is despite extensive evidence to the contrarY that has accumulated over several decades.
Sturtevant T found that about 65 percent of persons studied were able to tum 1.JP the edges of the tongue and although some people were able to learn the ability, family data indicated that it W!lS inherited as a simple dominant allele. However, Matloc:k' reported 7 out of 33 monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs discordant for the ability, and Sturtevant· concluded that .. there is sufficient nongenetic inftuence to make the character practically useless as a genetic marker." He c;:~nfessed to being "still embarrassed to see it listed in some current works as an established Mendelian case." Ten years later the myth is still not quite dead.
A similar story applies to handclasping. Lutz 4 observed that when the hands are clasped naturally most people will put the same thumb-either left or rightuppermost every time.
In progeny of R x R matings 72 percent (951135) were R claspers while from L x L matings 42 percent (Z1J56) were R claspers so Lutz concluded that the trait was under genetic, if. not simple Mendelian control. Subsequently, Dahlberg 1 found equal proportions
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This does not exclude the possibility of polygenic predisposition towards one or other morph but any such influence must be slight.
It. is possible that patterns of family similarity that have been observed could arise from mimicry of parental behavior when children are IC8J'ning different motor activities. If this were SQ one· would expect to find significant concordance in both MZ and DZ pairs. Since there. is no heterogeneity in the pattern of concordance between MZ and DZ pairs, we can pool. them to make an overall test of concordance as shown in Table II .
The discordant pairs are divided equally between the two discordant cells. It appears that the behavior of one· twin of a pair is independent of the behavior of the other in both traits. However, the family studies mentioned indicate that there is some parental influence in both tongue rolling and hand clasping. If there is any such inftuence in these data it is not large enough to be detected.
We must conclude that most of the· variance in these traits arises from the specific environmental influences and chances that affect the individual. These Literature Cited.
